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<The True Throne of Quintessence is beginning to call out to you!> 

…! 

Such a prompt rose as in this Age…Noah had truly done a great deal of Quintessential 
feats. 

And he had done all of them in a ridiculously short period of time! 

In other Ages, it took a range of millions to billions of years for a True Emperor to be 
decided after one had accumulated enough authority. But in the Age of Quintessence, 
the True Throne of Quintessence was already calling out to Noah after not even 2 
weeks had passed since the Age officially began. 

<...> 

Truly Quintessential! 

Truly standing out as exemplary among others! 

The multicolored waves of essence serenely flowed in the skies as above Noah, his 
body was getting washed over by incandescent radiance while even more changes 
continued to his power. 

In the last few hours that had passed since he fully assimilated the Apollyon Dimension 
and his first encounter with the Ancestral Descendants ended, many things were 
accomplished up until now as Noah continued his elevation in a ceaseless fashion. 

Since RUINATION still had retained all her prior abilities in addition to the newly 
unlocked abilities after it became the Ruined Blade of Epochal Quintessence, the first 
thing Noah had done was to Decuplicate all of his Loot! 

It took a great deal of his Resources, but his Reserves of the Essence of Reality alone 
were inflated to ridiculous levels as 200 Billion Units was not an issue, with the Aeonic 
Soul Value being paid by him as his soul recovered from the strain of Infinite Dream. 

In this sense- he had to first quantify his Aeonic Soul Value and how quickly it 
regenerated to keep track of just how things were changing when he cast abilities that 
utilized a thousandth or a tenth of his Aeonic Soul Value. 

As for the Units of the Essence of Reality…Noah's Heart of Mana came into the picture. 



It had detailed before that it would rise in capability along with Noah's own power, and 
the number of Units it provided for him to cast his abilities without paying a single 
thing…it had risen more than a hundred fold. 

More than a hundred fold as Manadynamics became stronger after a third Anchor was 
pulled, and Noah had also managed to seamlessly bind the Sources of Entropy and 
Relativity in addition to Manadynamics and Providence in terms of Natural Laws! 

His power had truly risen greatly as many changes unfolded, one of the many being his 
Heart of Mana now being able to fully cover the cost of any ability that required Units of 
the Essence of Reality exceeding 500 Billion! 

So he freely utilized Epochal Decuplicate. 

122,000 All Source Enhancers became 1,220,000! 

500,000 Ingots of MANANIUM became 5,000,000 

100,000 NULLITY Pearls became 1,000,000! 

His Pure Quintessential Natural Decretum Seeds which had been reduced to 12 before 
he attained the upgraded RUINATION were multiplied to 120! 

This and more under the process of Epochal Decuplicate as Noah began building his 
reserves to explode with even greater power for the coming enemies. 

And all this was just a glimpse as it was before Noah opened the Quintessential 
Treasure Cache stemming from the Supreme Pontiff along with the Randomized Loot 
Crates he had obtained from the other Dimensional Rulers! 

These were just some of his achievements in the last few hours. 

All the Decreta that correlated to his 7 established Dimensional Layers were brought 
from 50% to 100% if they didn't already have a full understanding. 

Integrated Laws included Manadynamics, Providence, Entropy, and Relativity so far as 
Noah was cautious of binding more Sources. 

And in the midst of all this, a significant number of Emperors of this Age pledged their 
Fealty to Noah. 

So now while the dense aura of Quintessence swirled around him, he vibrant eyes 
wanted to exceed in all aspects of Quintessence as he thought about the one area he 
was deficient in. 

The Infinite Forge that was ranked second best in terms of a Construct in this Age. 



Noah's Will gazed at this as he sent out a command. 

"Utilize 500,000 All Source Enhancers on the Infinite Forge." 

…! 

HOONG! 

A mountain of radiant loot in his Expansive Space began to disappear and sink into the 
Epitaph at the depths of his soul. 

He could have jumped to utilizing all 1.22 Million All Source Enhancers, but he felt like 
even just half of these would grant him unrivaled Quintessence of constructs in this 
Age!  

And even this number was overdoing it! 

This process began with vibrant eruptions of grandiosity as while it continued, Noah 
focused on the prompt of the True Throne of Quintessence calling out to him. 

His vibrant eyes closed as he sought the source of the pull, everything around him 
slowing down as even the consciousnesses of the Rulers gazing towards him seemed 
to have stopped. 

The spacetime continuum froze as the Quintessential Kainos Emperor sought the 
calling of Quintessence! 

In this frozen time, tendrils of multicolored essence bloomed and stretched out 
beautifully from no other area but…above and behind Noah. 

From the backbone of the Throne that had his solidified crown above it. 

SHIIING! 

It released an utterly glorious cry as this backbone of a throne…was what had begun to 
call out to him. 

It was the Throne of Authority that he had been building this whole time. 

Others were enacting their own thrones with their Authority as Emperors of this Age, but 
none had gotten to the point of the True Throne of Quintessence calling out to them! 

Noah focused on this calling and wanted to pull the authority of this throne closer, but 
just like the statement stated…it had just begun to call towards him. 



There was still a portion of authority yet to be achieved as for this, Noah waited for the 
elevation of the Construct of the Infinite Dream to finish and attain Quintessence in this 
aspect as well. 

At that point, no being would be able to say they stood above him or excelled in 
anything more than him in this Age! 
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Time began to flow once more. 

Noah's soul felt robust as it pulled upon the strength of existences that had lived for 
billions of years, the blinding light of Conquest building up to even greater levels as his 
eyes opened. 

HUUM! 

The fabric of Reality resonated with him as a significant portion of its Fundamental 
Natural Laws were bound to him, his very gaze carrying immense pressure and power 
as he stared at all those that could now be considered his vassals! 

Then, the glorious relic floating behind him shone while rising to the highest point of the 
multicolored skies, his voice echoing out grandly. 

<Emperor's Epochal Armament Replication> 

…! 

Droves of the Essence of Reality were pumped from his Heart as the Ruined Blade of 
Epochal Quintessence released a piercing cry. 

Then, a portion of Noah's very soul shone and released its power as a Hundredth of his 
Aeonic Soul Value was utilized to cast and keep this ability active for the next minute! 

But…even though he hasn't fully quantified his Aeonic Soul Value, his rate of 
Regeneration far exceeded a Hundredth of his soul within a single minute as this 
balance breaking ability to produce 10 EPOCH I Relics from the Ruined Blade of 
Epochal Quintessence could passively be kept active for as long as Noah wished. 

HOOONG! 



The allure of white and crimson was blinding as even the Rulers squinted their eyes, 
gazing up to see glorious multicolored Blades connected to a crescent disk below their 
hilts appearing en masse. 

They bloomed with wonder as in a mere instant, 10 False Epochal Blades of 
Quintessence began to weave across space and surge towards specific Dimensional 
Rulers! 

The first one appeared before Guinevere as to her and all the other Rulers, it felt like a 
terrifying being appeared before them and not even a Relic. 

Yet the False Epochal Blade of Quintessence washed an austere light of grandeur 
towards her as she reached out and grasped its hilt- tendrils of light wrapping around 
her fingers and traveling up her fair skin as they sank into her body with radiance. 

She felt her power rising in a shocking manner as her red lips trembled, releasing an 
unexpected bellow as beams of purple light illuminated from her eyes! 

<YAA!> 

Power.  

This was what she felt as unlike Noah who received +50,000% Augmentations to All 
True Parameter Values, she received +25,000% as even this was equivalent to the 
understanding and integration of multiple laws or decreta! 

She wasn't the only one to receive this honor as False Epochal Blades of Quintessence 
appeared before Eowyn, the Dreamer of Providence, and Longest Dream from the side 
of the Dream Dimension- each of them grasping the blades and feeling the tremendous 
rise of power as well as the features they could utilize, their hearts shaking with 
amazement and incredulity at the possibilities of an EPOCH Relic. 

Another two False Epochal Blades of Quintessence flowed towards Arthus and 
Morgana, with another floating towards a position not even close to the magisterial 
banquet tables and thrones as it floated towards the lone figure of the Dimensional 
Deceiver who was at a distance! 

Her identity and power as a Dimensional Hellion Ruler were unique as she could reach 
over 100 Quadrillion Damage Values in her peak state, and with an EPOCH I Relic that 
further boosted her power…she was bound to be one of the more powerful combatants 
aside from one other being. 

A being that from the verdant fields he was just in, a spatial light wrapped around him as 
with his connection to the Quintessential Kainos Emperor, he could seamlessly be 
transported from the Prana Dimension and into the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality 
without fear. 



It was Albus who began to materialize in the location of this grand meeting, his visage 
appearing first as the same thing occurred to the Seeker of Knowledge who appeared 
right after! 

Their gazes were those of somberness and a contained surprise as they gazed at 
everything around them, seeing the EPOCH I Relics floating towards them as they 
accepted them with grace. 

The Seeker of Knowledge in particular had a holy white gold light surrounding her as it 
seemed like she was accepting a holy Relic, the light of Elysium shining gloriously 
around her! 

With this, 9 EPOCH I Relics were given out as a single one remained. 

A single one…that flashed with a spatial light and disappeared, its path going towards 
the Mirror Dimension. 

In that location, there was another Dimensional Hellion Ruler whose body was taken 
over by the Will of a Usurper- a fantastical weapon being chosen to head his way as all 
beings had a part to play! 

"Resonate with your Relics and understand its features. Visit the Soul Library to attain 
the recommended skill trees and delve into the Dimensional Empyral Domain of Nature. 
If you are close to completing your understanding of any law or decreta, let me know 
and I will aid in your completion." 

WAA! 

Noah's voice emanated out amidst all this as his main body and a few Clones began to 
disappear, tasks being given out to some as his Will continued. 

"The others can follow a Clone into the Blacksmith's Forge to voice out what design you 
want for weapons and armaments born from MANANIUM and NULLINIUM…" 

Noah addressed those who hadn't received EPOCH Relics as it was many of the 
Avalon Dimensional Rulers, the surroundings getting busy as his Will left behind his last 
set of words. 

"Prepare for a war that is nearly impossible for us to win, but it is one that we must win 
regardless. Destiny is murky as even Providence shows what lies ahead is abysmal. 
Even if you do not believe in yourself, believe in the power I show as I…do not plan to 
lose!" 

HUUUM! 



His Haki resonated out for light years as what needed to be delegated was delegated, 
his Throne of Quintessential Tyranny lying empty as his main body and a few Clones 
entirely disappeared from this banquet. 

They had another task to complete! 

Waves of spatial light emanated out as his main body and 3 Clones were carried across 
the folds of space and into the center of the Dimensional Empyral Domain of Nature, 
dense waves of Natural Laws that were even greater in concentration than before 
surging around him as his Main Body and Clones floated with silent grandiosity as they 
gazed forward. 

They floated in this radiant region of space silently as they waited! 

This was because among the methods of elevating one's power that Noah had just 
shared with his vassals, he provided an extra option to a few specific beings that wished 
for an even larger boost. 

It was something unique as Noah couldn't freely make it available to everyone- it was 
the pathway of Dual Cultivation with Quintessential techniques that he had perfected! 
Techniques that would boost one's realm and understanding of concepts at the very 
least, and especially so when done on the Dimensional Empyral Domain of Nature! 

Noah had given this as an option to others as those who chose to take it would be 
appearing before him soon after. 

WAP! 

And in a flash of light, the first being to appear was Eowyn who already knew of the 
benefits after regaining all her power and escaping her shackles. 

Her golden hair danced with the surging essence in the surroundings as her fair hands 
twirled with the dense essences of Natural Laws, a smile of exasperation on her face at 
seeing Noah's bodies as in the surroundings- a few more flashes of light bloomed! 

The astounding visage of the Connate Avalonian Sacred Beast- Guinevere, appeared 
with glory as soon after, Morgana and the Seeker of Knowledge made their appearance 
as well! 

More flashes of light continued to bloom soon after as the Quintessential Kainos 
Emperor had his hands behind his back as he stared at all this with a profound light of 
Tyranny! 
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His visage was magnificent as he floated amidst raging swirls of the Essence of Natural 
Laws, watching the most powerful women in the Barren Lands teleport in this domain 
for no other purpose than to elevate their strength even further through the means of 
Dual Cultivation. 

They were existences that had lived for an extremely long time as the physical relations 
between a man and a woman were not things they focused on- the greatest aim in their 
lives being authority and preserving what they cared for! 

So in their mindset, the act of Dual Cultivation was just another method of Cultivation to 
raise their power. 

And in these times, any astounding improvements in their power was much sought 
after! 

Of course, it was still something intimate to do as saying no emotions would be involved 
in it would be a lie! 

Guinevere's face was as pristine as always as her purple white adornments reflected 
the myriad of colors in the surroundings, her beauty exceeding nearly all others here as 
this was a being that stood at the peak of the Avalon Dimension! 

Not too far from her, Morgana's expression was inexplicable to look at as her eyes 
seemed to hold a lot of frustration due to her initial interactions with this being, but she 
was here regardless because she also sought what all others did. 

The Seeker of Knowledge had a serene expression as if everything was natural, 
Providence swirling around her as she focused on the dense concentration of laws that 
were sinking into her very skin. 

They weren't the only ones as more flashes of light occurred with other figures pouring 
in, a resonant and powerful voice echoing out with confidence soon after as a petite 
figure adorned in an Obsidian dress appeared. 

"Little Fish, is your hunger this inexhaustible?" 

WAA! 

Barbatos appeared with a devilish grin as Adelaide, Athena, Halcyon, and many others 
teleported in with her. 



Their auras were robust as all of them were in the Grotto Haven Realm, their realm 
progression having matched Hecate and Katelyn as those Noah Dual Cultivated with 
were those who would exceed all others in power when gazing at the Gourmandizing 
Dimensional Reality as a whole! 

Apart from the increase in realm progression, the Resonance of Nature during the 
Cultivation session would allow their Understanding of Natural Laws to progress at a 
shocking pace- the means and Vitality of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor being 
robust! 

At the words of Barbatos, Adelaide shook her head with a light smile as the visage of 
Noah's main body emanated power, a gravitational force erupting from him and 
wrapping around Barbatos as pulling her forward- the Quintessential Kainos Emperor 
beginning this Dual Cultivation with her as his Clones also made their moves! 

This serene area in the depths of the Dimensional Empyral Domain of Nature became 
covered with a layer of light as all events were hidden from prying eyes, a unique 
method of power progression occurring while Nexus Events continued to unfold in the 
Barren Lands… 

— 

In the Mirror Dimension. 

A woman clad in a silver dress stepped out of a multicolored rift in the clear mirror-like 
skies above a massive Empire that was filled with rising silver glass castles and 
skyscrapers, serene waves of clear silver stretching throughout this location as it 
seemed one of grandiosity and peace. 

This was one of the centers of power of the Mirror Dimension- the Imperial Mirare 
Empire where a significant portion of the Mirror Dimensional Rulers lived in! 

Yet, it seemed darker than it normally was as on this day, multiple Mirror Life Medallions 
had shattered to show that many of the Mirror Dimensional Rulers who had gone to the 
Dimensional Conclave had actually perished. 

Perished! 

Existences at the peak of power…actually perished as it caused many Grotto Haven 
Commanders to feel like the end was nearing. 

And this was further cemented when not too long after, a terrifying will descended onto 
a region of this Dimension and released deathly silver-gray waves of power, countless 
regions shattering akin to fallen mirrors and turning into Lands of nothingness. 



And now a few hours later…a few Mirror Dimensional Rulers were actually returning as 
beside the silver adorned woman, another two Mirror Dimensional Rulers stepped out 
behind her along with a Ruler releasing bright waves of Quantum Essence. 

The Quantum Dimensional Ruler accompanying them was one of the Mikado that 
normally guarded the Pylon of Ascension, but he was escorting 3 Dimensional Rulers 
currently as the Pylon that he normally protected…was currently the most fortified 
location in all of the Barren Lands. 

The most powerful Mirror Dimensional Ruler at the very forefront spoke out coldly as 
her aura was close to that of CHARLEMAGNE and Lilith. 

<Get your affairs in order and choose those who will be ascending with you. We have 
days to finish everything and be ready.> 

…! 

Her voice was filled with coldness and pain, where one could feel the sense of 
helplessness within as this being was known as the Mirare Queen. 

The most powerful existence in the Mirror Dimension. 

And yet now…she didn't even want to receive the feedback of the Mirror Essence that 
had tried to surge towards her as from it, she could feel the Source of this Dimension 
crying out in pain! 

But she didn't listen. 

She couldn't listen! 

WAA! 

Essence vibrated powerfully as the two Rulers behind her nodded, both turning into 
streaks of light that went to different locations. 

One streak of light was an exceedingly beautiful middle-aged woman with an even more 
difficult expression than the Mirare Queen, with her eyes filled with shame and pain as 
she went towards a stellar region of this vast Empire that when she neared her home… 

<What?!> 

Her heart skipped a beat as her very Bloodline pulsed. 

Her Lineage was reacting as a blood connection she had not felt for a long time was 
burning, her heart in disbelief and in even more pain as she sped up to go towards a 
certain castle! 



She was in pain because at the current state of affairs, she had to choose a few 
existences in the Grotto Haven Realm who could bear the pressure of the Pylon of 
Ascension with the help of Ancestral Descendants, and the aura she felt was that of her 
kin that she had not seen for a long time! And knowing the power of the existence 
whose blood called out to her now…she would probably be left behind to be destroyed 
like the countless other existences in the Barren Lands! 

<Why…why did you come find me at this time…my daughter?> 

Her voice was robust as it reached the existence whose blood resonated with her as her 
figure materialized in front of a silver balcony of a massive and grand castle-like 
skyscraper. 

On this balcony, a young woman accompanied by a devilishly handsome man turned 
around as it was…none other than Katelyn and Noah's True Sanguine Clone! 
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Two gazes met as they felt vastly different emotions. 

Two gazes from beings that looked extremely alike, one simply being older than the 
other as Mother and Daughter had the same dazzling silver hair and glazed eyes that 
illuminated countless mirrors! 

"Mother." 

Katelyn called out calmly as the Dimensional Ruler before her had initially lost her 
regality and composure to show a tinge of guilt, but even this guilt was buried away 
soon after as the majestic image of a Ruler returned. 

From the guilt hidden in her eyes, surprise actually came in as this Ruler realized the 
waves of power that her daughter gave off. 

<Haven? How did you achieve this when you were just at…> 

A happy surprise rose in her eyes as this Ruler who was known as Luna landed on the 
balcony to grasp Katelyn's face in her own hands. 

She then nodded as the grandeur of a Ruler fully erupted from her. 

<Good, you've done well.> 



While gazing into Katelyn's eyes, the Dimensional Ruler Luna implied many hidden 
things with her gaze alone as she continued. 

<I may not have done much for you in the past, but I can do one thing today. Things are 
rapidly changing as the Mirror Dimension will be no more…along with everything else in 
these Barren Lands. You will join me among the privileged few that can escape from 
here before that happens. Away from these Barren Lands and onto regions we cannot 
even fathom.> 

WAA! 

Her words were straight and without any leeway as Katelyn took her mother's hands off 
her face and bottled up many emotions while voicing out calmly. 

"That's what you say to me? After all these years?" 

<There is time for other things later. We have to move quickly and prepare.> 

"..." 

Yet the reply to her words was a cold one as Dimensional Ruler Luna seemed to have 
too many thoughts surging in her mind, the weight of the whole dimension seemingly on 
her shoulders! 

Katelyn sighed lightly while keeping everything in, wiping away a barely formed tear in 
her eyes as she spoke while turning to gaze towards Noah's visage that was watching 
all of this with a smile! 

"Fine, but wherever I go, he goes. You left your partner after you regained your 
memories all those years ago…I will not be leaving mine." 

…! 

Her words were staunch and also without leeway as Dimensional Ruler Luna finally 
turned to focus on Noah. 

Her sharp silver eyes were extremely cold as tendrils of desegregated destiny and 
Providence swirled, Luna not knowing this being was the one who was killing Rulers left 
and right in the Dimensional Conclave! 

Her Aura Potency descended on him as she harrumphed, turning to see her daughter's 
unlovable face as she replied coldly. 

<Fine. Be ready to move when I call on you.> 



A blazing silver light erupted around her after she finished these words as she 
disappeared. 

Disappeared while not knowing she had just agreed to the invitation of the 
Quintessential Kainos Emperor to be among those who would Ascend the Pylon of 
Ascension before Cataclysm descended! 

— 

In the Quantum Dimension. 

Vast regions of this stellar plane still had cataclysmic ruptures of NULLITY burning 
throughout- the deathly gray area contracting and expanding at a low pace as those 
truly close to nature could even hear a constant low howl of pain that was emanating 
from the very source of the Quantum Dimension. 

It was the Source of a Dimension crying on as it headed towards Cataclysm, with its 
own inhabitants and strongest beings aiding in this as it could do nothing. 

It was a suffocating atmosphere to feel, but one area remained vibrant and full of 
grandeur. 

It was the radiant hourglass shaped Pylon of Ascension that currently had multiple 
Ancestral Descendants guarding it! 

True Empress Katya was in her Imperial Karmic Scarab form as she floated before the 
Pylon with grandiosity, her gaze bright as she was watching this unique structure begin 
to illuminate. 

Just like it had illuminated when she had come down! 

She had sent word back. 

And her assessment was answered. 

The Ancestors placed a great deal of attention on the subject of the Barren Lands as if 
things didn't go the way they expected, they would be dealt a terrifying blow that would 
greatly weaken their power. 

So for such an important matter, they had to make sure their Will was carried out 
successfully as after sending Katya, the next set of beings they sent would be the 
determinant to how everything would unfold. 

Those coming down right now would be the force that the Ancestors managed to spare 
after draining all other sources of avenues and pulling their Legions back into defensive 



positions for the next few weeks or months while the situation with the Barren Lands 
was resolved! 

Those coming down would be the force to make sure that the Will of the Ancestors was 
carried out with 100% Chance of success. 

HUUUM! 

Droning sounds of singularities echoed as the light from the Pylon of Ascension turned 
blinding, figures beginning to materialize from it at their appearance caused the fabric of 
Reality to churn and turn wild. 

The radiant visage of 24 beings bloomed first. 

Adorned in even more pristine and refined NULLITY Bone Armaments than Katya and 
her squadron, Ancestral Descendants wielding smooth and nearly identical blades on 
their waists appeared with glory. 

Circular structures rotated around them as well, Katya's eyes shining brightly as she 
had heard of the man who was leading these 24 beings before her- a man who wasn't a 
True Emperor, and yet when he put himself against multiple True Emperors of past 
Ages who had ascended- he could not be knocked down! 

It was an existence known by a single name. 

<Theseus…> 

Katya unconsciously called out in shock as she didn't think this would be among the 
beings sent down. 

But this wasn't all! 

After these 24 figures appeared… 

SHIIING! 

The Pylon of Ascension shone even brighter as 48 more glows of incandescent light 
materialized. 

SHIIING! 

Another flash of light as 96 new glows of light materialized into more Ancestral 
Descendants soon after! 



It was a shocking display of power to see as Katya's eyes could not hide their immense 
surprise, her Heart trembling as she was reminded of the power that had made her 
docile even after she had attained the True Throne of Karma. 

It was the power of the Ancestors. 

It displayed itself fully right now as a force that was enough to even cause her to be 
somber came down! 
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24, 48, 96. 

These were the number of beings that came down in sequence as each group…was led 
by a terrifying figure. 

Normally, the larger the group that one led, the more powerful they were. 

But Katya knew that this wasn't the case the moment that she saw Theseus leading his 
force of 24. 

Each of them was adorned with sharp silver gray NULLITY Bone Swords as among 
those who had exceeded the Barren Lands…they focused on constantly exceeding a 
single concept. 

They weren't bound by Natural Laws as they forged their own boundaries! 

Theseus and those he led in particular…focused on expanding the Boundary of the 
Sword to unbelievable levels while following the lead of certain Ancestors. 

To the extent that the level of power, augmentations, and Authority that this concept 
released exceeded anything that Entropy, Manadynamics…or what any other Natural 
Law could offer. 

A single swing of their swords could alter the very fabric of Reality in fantastical ways! 

Paired up with the immense boosts of NULLITY…the power of existences following this 
Modus Operandi was deadly. 

Others focused on expanding a myriad of Modus Operandi, while some focused on a 
single one and brought it towards Extremity. 



Theseus was among the latter as his power was not to be trifled with! 

The Legion of 48 that came after him was led by an existence that Katya recognized as 
the True Emperor of Fate- Hideyoshi! 

Tendrils of gold wrapped around his body that was extremely robust- his musculature 
vibrant as his very skin and the skin of all those behind him shone with a golden hue. 

They seemed like impenetrable statues as these existences focused on a boundary of 
the Extremity of Physique! 

The number of Aeonic Damage Values required to even bypass the Innate Barriers of 
these beings was unfathomable. 

And lastly, there was the one leading the Legion of 96 Ancestral Descendants that was 
none other than Yvonne. 

Yvonne the Conqueror! 

She was an Ancestral Descendant, and yet she had joined the list of respected 
existences with the accolade of Conqueror. 

Her hair shone with streaks of black and gray as she was adorned with an Obsidian 
skull that covered her head, her pupils also in the form of a skull as the small Legion 
she led behind her also carried similar deathly energy! 

Existences that focused on the Modus Operandi of Death and followed it towards an 
Extremity. 

Yvonne, Hideyoshi, and Theseus. 

Three Commanders that even Katya had to be careful and wary of! 

They came with their Generals on this venture as outside the Barren Lands, they led 
Legions of Billions of Soldiers. Billions who were left behind to maintain defensive lines. 

Legions that would be appropriated under different Commanders while their 
Commanders ensured that the Will of the Ancestors was followed in the Barren Lands. 

They now arrived and gazed towards her radiant verdant gold Imperial Karmic Scarab 
form as Theseus was the first to speak out with a calm smile. 

"Show me what you've seen of the enemy so far." 

His dark hair weaved with radiance as his hand was kept on the hilt of his sword, the 
circular structure floating around him taking in the waves of the Essence of Natural 



Laws that came down to bind him and everyone else that had descended just like Katya 
and the others. 

His circular tool floated away from him and towards Katya's as without saying anything, 
the Obsidian structures came in contact and flashed with light as all the information that 
Katya had was shared! 

And this same scene repeated as the tools of Yvonne and Hideyoshi came forward, 
these Commanders seeing exactly what was in store within these Barren Lands. 

"Quintessential Dimensional Emperor…" 

Yvonne said the three words with a hint of power and brutality as the bone skull over 
her head shone, its empty sockets lighting up into black flames that illuminated the 
surroundings. 

"I will wade through Niflheim, Prana, and Mirror to seek him and any of his forces. 
Those that have fallen under his hands in death will tell me exactly where he is…" 

…! 

As she spoke, the Legion behind her burned with a dark spatial light- Yvonne the 
Conqueror moving with purpose the moment that she arrived as she moved her 
terrifying forces to fortify three Dimensions! 

Then came Hideyoshi. 

His body was like a titanic golden statue of glory as a devilishly holy smile erupted on 
his face while he clasped his hands before his chest. 

"I shall oversee Elysium, Fantasia, and reinforce this Dimension as well…" 

Every time his mouth opened, golden seas of power flowed out as his Physique put 
even the bodies of Royal Humans to shame! 

"...Commander Theseus, you can handle the vast Desolate Mausoleum?" 

Even though his voice was robust and filled with regality, he still added the accolade of 
Commander when addressing Theseus as the power of this being was truly terrifying! 

Theseus who at this juncture nodded while his head turned up to stare at the vastness 
around them, his magnetic voice echoing out. 

"Remember that we cannot fail in this. The Ancestors are bound down in their positions 
to not lose any Sanctuaries, and their power will face great limitations if the limitations of 



Natural Laws reach out to them again. Our success here determines whether we keep 
the progress we've made in the last Billions of years or…" 

HOONG! 

Space trembled as his pupils unconsciously released waves of swords, massive rifts 
opening up above as if Reality itself was cut apart as this being didn't finish his words. 

Katya became even more somber as she nodded at this, her will covering the Pylon of 
Ascension with even greater concentration as all the beings who had just come through 
this channel began to disappear into their designated positions. 

Were anything to happen, they would quickly contact each other as at this moment, the 
concept of failure was not even a possibility they could afford! 

For them, too many things lay on their shoulders as a single upcoming True Emperor of 
this Age…what could he do against all of them when he couldn't even stand against 
Katya alone? 
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Providence surged in a myriad of chaotic directions. 

Neither it nor destiny could show what was coming next as too many confounding 
variables were involved. 

At this moment, yet another variable prepared to enter the fray. 

In the foldings of space within the Boundary Between Realities. 

An existence that had been lying dormant for an unknown number of Ages opened his 
eyes yet again as he stared out at the expanse of emptiness. 

His form seemed to constantly change in size from something titanic to something the 
size of an atom as his power was unpredictable! 

His gaze was profound as he sensed many things, his voice emanating out at this 
moment. 

"This is the strongest force you can muster to descend without beginning to lose your 
foothold?" 



BZZT! 

The layers of space he was embroiled in began to fracture as if a statue made out of a 
stone mountain was carving itself out. 

From his hidden position, he stepped into the Boundary Between Realities as the fabric 
of Reality trembled at his presence! 

"Ages have come and gone as now…it is time to finish all this." 

…! 

His body emanated brutal and unknown power as his voice echoed out like ancient bells 
and melodies only heard across eons. 

But just as this began… 

WAP! 

The fabric of Reality near this being began to open up as the Draconian Qilin Phoenix 
appeared, accompanied by dozens of Enders of Nature that emanated the power of 
three Natural Laws while this Draconian Qilin Phoenix…now emanated four! 

Entropy, Manadynamics, Providence, and Relativity surged like arcs of lightning around 
its body as it displayed the power that Reality had achieved after a third Anchor was 
pulled from it! 

Variations of Enders of Nature that released waves of three different natural laws from 
their Sources appeared alongside it, the Will of Reality paying close attention to the 
unknown that was this being after The Empress had appeared before it. 

And against Legions of the forces of Reality itself, this being bursting with power turned 
towards the Enders of Nature with his lips curving into a smile of confidence and 
brutality, its eyes swirling akin to singularities as it spoke out calmly! 

"Rejoice, Little Will…for I am here to aid in your liberation. I have no qualms with you." 

…! 

In a tone as if a grown man was talking to a child! 

In a tone of utter disregard for the grandeur that Reality held! 

The eyes of the Draconian Qilin Phoenix flashed with immensity as the Will of Reality 
focused on this being whose body continued to emulate greater levels of power- a 
power that was so foreign and different from any authorities. 



The Will of Reality saw all this…but it did not make a move. 

It was hesitant. 

It had seen the conversation between this being and The Empress as it knew it was the 
enemy of the Ancestors. And just now, its gaze had seen the terrifying Ancestral 
Descendants that came down as their power was something that even the Master of the 
Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality would be hard pressed to stand against! 

So what if another variable joined the fray? 

For its freedom, Reality deliberated. 

And these few seconds of deliberation…one truly could not say what result they brought 
to the future as the existence that had been veiled this entire time continued to pulse 
with its foreign power. 

This power bubbled out from his body as his hand…unfolded while pointing at the space 
above the Boundary Between Realities. 

His hands were ancient and seemingly forged from stone, their bronze hue reflecting in 
the starless space as this being uttered out while immense darkness began to gather in 
his hands. 

"VOID." 

HOOOONG! 

An extremely terrifying dark radiance emanated. 

A dark radiance that even blinded the Will of Reality for a brief instant! 

This darkness…was unfathomably black and oppressive as from this point in the 
Boundary Between Realities, it began to spread and proliferate far faster than even the 
speed of light as everywhere it passed…Everything turned dark. 

The vibrant multicolored rivers of Reality lost their luster and grandeur of colors. 

The vast cosmos and stellar bodies within seemingly lost their brightness! 

Terrifying and pervasive darkness spread all around as it stretched out across the 
Desolate Mausoleum…and then seeped into the foldings of space to stretch its claws 
onto All Dimensions! 

While all this occurred, the booming voice of the unveiled existence echoed out. 



"No communication with each other. No communication with your dear Ancestors. No 
open pathways in or out of these Desolate Lands. No teleportation. No vision….let us 
enter a complete state of VOID, why don't we?" 

WAA! 

Across Realities. 

Across Dimensions. 

A blanket of Darkness descended in a terrifying show of skill and power that actually 
affected such a vast space. 

Something unique was that as it jumped across different points of the fabric of Reality, 
occasional Obsidian flashes of light would bloom as hidden ecritures flashed briefly 
before this darkness spread even further. 

And these hidden areas of flashing dark light were hidden across the fabric of Reality! 

It gave one a glimpse of how something at this scale could even be achieved. 

It seemed…that there were many preparations done to make it achievable. 

Across the Ages…this being had planned and enacted unknown things across the fabric 
of Reality, and it was all deployed at this moment to achieve a shocking feat of utter 
darkness that blanketed everything! 

In the Prana Dimension, the vibrant verdant light lost its luster. 

In the Mirror Dimension, the silver grandeur of reflections lost their luster! 

In the Quantum Dimension… 

The multicolored Seas lost their regality. 

The Pylon of Ascension lost its luster! 

The Pylon of Ascension truly lost its luster as Katya looked towards it in shock, her gaze 
somber as she felt the unreasonable authority and power settling in! 

A power that reminded her of the great enemies they faced as since it was displayed 
here… 

Ah! 

Her heart skipped a beat as she realized things were much direr than they seemed. 



One of THEM had actually located the Barren Lands! 

One of THEM was actually here! 
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The descending darkness that covered everything and caused the Pylon of Ascension 
to turn dim was something that Katya had experienced on the battlefield a few times! 

An ability that stemmed from a unique Bloodline Boundary of their True Enemies- 
something only known as VOID! 

It could be manipulated in many different ways as it made battlefields extremely tricky, 
causing a veil of darkness to descend as one couldn't communicate with others unless 
they had their own unique means through a Modus Operandi that was just as powerful. 

This darkness was terrifying as it restricted one's vision, hearing, the extent of the 
spread of their Will…and so much more! 

When the Ancestors first faced the VOID, a terrifying massacre occurred as Providence 
and Destiny did nothing for them. The surrounding Reality couldn't be felt or even 
sensed no matter how they tried with their Natural Laws. 

After a heavy loss among many other losses over the years, the Ancestors had 
retreated and re-evaluated the concepts they relied on as it eventually led to the sealing 
of the Desolate Mausoleum- their hearts reaching to set their own Boundaries that could 
withstand the Extremity of VOID that their True Enemies freely controlled! 

And now, while once more bound by Natural Laws…Katya felt this VOID. 

It caused her soul to shudder as even the Descendants that she commanded could not 
be felt or heard from, her body surging with power as she enacted her own Boundary of 
Karma and became able to see the extent of the space around her. 

"Cover all directions of the Pylon of Ascension, attack on site on anyone nearing who 
doesn't identify themselves!" 

WAA! 

Her words were commanding and showed no ounce of fear…even though the fear 
ingrained in her bones of their True Enemies was creeping up. 

They were too fearsome as Chaoticus Beasts alone were their mounts and pets. 



Their methods were terrifying as… 

'How many of them were here?' 

'How did they find the Barren Lands?' 

'How long have they been here?!' 

Many questions buzzed in her mind as she reigned in her hidden thoughts and only 
showed majesty outwardly, her Will calming down and gazing at things objectively as a 
light of confidence shone within her eyes. 

She wasn't alone. 

Even though they couldn't communicate with each other, they knew the protocol and 
exactly how to move in this case as those overseeing specific dimensions…they would 
make sure these Anchors didn't face anything to the same result as Dream, Avalon, and 
Apollyon! 

'Right. There's Theseus, Yvonne, and Hideyoshi…things should still not be a problem!' 

Care and caution were prevalent in her eyes as her authority continued to blaze, barely 
capable of keeping the VOID away from the nearby structures. 

The VOID that now stretched out across Dimensions and Reality as the being who had 
initiated it all…had his eyes closed at this moment in the Boundary Between Realities 
as his voice boomed out towards the surroundings. 

"VOID…interesting, isn't it? Everything is ushered into darkness as to prepare this, I 
silently spent multiple Ages leaving markings all across the fabric of Reality. All of it was 
done to wait for the time when the Emperor who would begin to pull on the keys to your 
freedom appeared. All for the time when these so called Ancestors send their strongest 
manageable force down here…and I cut off the connection between the Barren Lands 
and anything outside of it for 7 days." 

BOOOM! 

A shocking burst of information echoed out as the ancient voice of this being continued! 

"7 days…where even if an Anchor is pulled, the effects will be delayed from reaching 
out of the Barren Lands. They would never be alerted to just how dire things have 
become for them. So I can enjoy the snacks they have sent down while destroying the 
remaining Anchors…without them knowing their bindings are about to erupt and confine 
them the moment that this VOID disappears and the Desolate Mausoleum is freed once 
more." 



…! 

A simplified pathway that took ages to plan was explained so simply as even the 
Draconian Qilin Phoenix did not have any words! 

And this terrifying existence moved at his own pace as his titanic hands came down to 
smile eerily towards the fabric of Reality, his voice emanating out one last time as a 
dark light began to wrap around him. 

"Well then, I'm off to hunt and destroy." 

WAP! 

The dark light wrapped around this being and teleported him away in a ridiculous turn of 
events as whatever limitations imposed on others due to the VOID…were never 
limitations for the ones who sought the Extremity of the VOID. 

In fact, they became even stronger in a place filled with the VOID! 

The Fabric of Reality gazed at this scene silently as the Source of Providence it partially 
controlled told it many things, but when it came to the current situation and the things 
involved…the information was murky. 

What just occurred now definitely placed the Ancestors at a disadvantage as even if the 
Anchors were destroyed, they wouldn't know until it was too late! 

There was a 7 day period for the VOID. 

7 days were what the preparations of an existence that had lived for Billions of years 
here had amounted to. 

These 7 days would be critical! 

The eyes of the Draconian Qilin Phoenix flashed as the Will residing within it calculated 
how things would change, its gaze turning towards the direction of a certain being and 
his Relic. 

Towards the direction of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

HOOONG! 

The VOID had blanketed everything, and it also came to cover the hidden folds of space 
where the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality was located! 

But… 



A blinding multicolored radiance shone over the Boundary of the Gourmandizing 
Dimensional Reality. 

Incredulously, the VOID only smashed on its boundaries as it did not seep through! 

— 

<Author's Note>:: Outside of the Barren Lands, truly powerful existences set their own 
Boundaries of Power depending on the strength of their soul. One can focus on a 
certain Modus Operandi/Path/Boundary and expand the extent of its power towards 
Extremity- towards something that nobody knows the ends of or just how far it can 
reach. 
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The moment that this change had occurred, Noah's will was roused as a Clone of his 
instantly appeared near the boundary of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

He and the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality sensed the coming wave of darkness 
as innately, the <Defensive Maneuvers> feature had activated innately to defend 
against any attacks thrown towards this incandescent spiritual plane! 

BOOOM! 

The Boundary reflected multicolored splendor as the voice of the Gourmandizing 
Dimensional Reality emanated out. 

<<A Foreign Authority is trying to impose itself. Currently mobilizing the Sources of All 
Dimensions and Reality under our control to reject the Foreign Authority.>> 

...! 

Resistance! 

The Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality actually resisted the taint of this Foreign 
Authority as its Will continued to resound! 

<20% Operational Source Authority utilized.> 

<30% Operational Source Authority utilized.> 

<50% Operational Source Authority utilized. Seeking clearance to designate 
Manadynamics as the main resisting authority and a constant usage of Master's Mana.> 



WAA! 

The Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality moved fast as the darkness was akin to a 
billowing beast that was clashing on its boundary, the authority being knocked back in a 
unique fashion as 50% of the daily 'operational' authority for all Sources was focused on 
resisting it! 

Noah gave his permission as his body gushed out waves of incandescent blue in a 
constant flow that resonated with the Source of Manadynamics, the boundary of his 
home turning even more radiant before stabilizing as this shockingly powerful Foreign 
Authority...could not make its way in. 

<A constant usage of 50% Operational Source Authority is required to maintain the 
rejection of the Foreign Authority. Assimilating additional Sources will increase the 
reserves of Operational Source Authority and reduce the currently utilized percentage.> 

The monotone voice emanated in Noah's mind as it expressed just how all of this was 
made possible. 

It was an action that even Noah did not know the full significance of at this time! 

The authority that made Ancestors despair and leave the Natural Laws of Reality...Noah 
was actually able to reject it with the aid of his terrifying Construct that had Bound the 
Sources of Nature they left behind! 

Because he had taken another path. 

They integrated themselves into Nature as their control was minimal. 

Noah integrated Nature unto himself and bound it as with his control and the control of 
the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality on the Sources of Nature, the Boundary of the 
VOID was actually rebuffed! 

The Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality wasn't present across the Ages to be inscribed 
and altered in whatever ways the unveiled existence utilized to mark the fabric of reality 
over the past billions of years. 

It came to be over the last 2 years. 

And...it had capabilities, autonomy, and freedom that exceeded any other Entities or 
Wills- this was how any of this became possible! 

HOONG! 

Radiance shone at such a juncture as near Noah, the figures of Eowyn, Guinevere, The 
Longest Dream...nearly all of the Dimensional Rulers within the Gourmandizing 



Dimensional Reality appeared near Noah's position as they stared at the encompassing 
darkness outside. 

The bodies of Guinevere and other female Rulers were particularly bursting with waves 
of power after the beginning of the Dual Cultivation session in the Dimensional Empyral 
Domain of Nature under dilated time, with their eyes luminous as they raised brows 
from their male counterparts before they focused on the unfolding situation outside! 

No sooner had they arrived, an aura neared this position of the Boundary as it was an 
Ender of Providence that was among the many standing guard outside the Boundary of 
the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality, its form being that of a Celestial Qilin as 
golden scales and fur radiated light that barely lit up the dark surroundings. 

It stared into the still vibrant Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality that the Will of Reality 
was also a part of, many calculations being made at this moment as soon after, the 
Ender of Providence waved its hand to cause the appearance of an illusory film of light 
that showed a scene of a shockingly powerful titanic existence covered by darkness. 

"No communication with each other. No communication with your dear Ancestors. No 
open pathways in or out of these Desolate Lands. No teleportation. No vision....let us 
enter a complete state of VOID, why don't we?" 

The words this being uttered caused shock and incredulity to rise in the eyes of all 
Rulers, Noah's own eyes turning extremely sharp and luminous as the scene continued! 

"7 days...where even if an Anchor is pulled, the effects will be delayed from reaching out 
of the Barren Lands..." 

...! 

The monolog of this being was utterly shocking as a crucial piece of information arrived 
before Noah's feet, many of his plans having to shift and change as his aura rose 
terrifically in the next instant! 

"Alright, we have 7 days." 

WAA! 

"7 days to face Ancestral Descendants bound by Natural Laws and this VOID- 7 days to 
save the remaining Dimensions before they are destroyed by this being. 7 days...to 
decide the fate of the Barren Lands!" 

His grandiosity rose in shocking waves as he spoke out. 

"Finish your preparations and form your clones. We move out within a matter of hours." 



He let his will be known as he chose to move within the next few hours. 

It was enough for his preparations to be finished as one reason was the 24 hour cycle of 
the Infinite Forge coming up soon, its elevation with 500,000 All Source Enhancers 
nearing completion right now as the Lemniscate Epitaph at the depths of Noah's soul 
with shining with a light of Quintessence! 

He would collect the Loot to come and open the remainder of the Loot Crates and 
Caches, multiply them with RUINATION, and begin forging the Eighth Dimensional 
Layer for even greater power as he was reaching the precipice of the end of his 
Foundation! 

He would also bring together the knowledge of the systems of power that Ancestral 
Descendants and their enemies utilized- the idea of expanding chosen conceptual 
Boundaries or Paths into Authorities that could far exceed even Natural Laws. 

And all of this...was also something that he could theoretically do with a loot that he had 
already attained. 

The Shards of Concept Modifiers! 

Their modification of concepts...could Noah not utilize them to modify Natural Laws and 
Decreta, expanding their Boundaries and achieving what the Ancestors wanted without 
leaving behind any of these concepts?! 
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The expansion of a concept's Boundary to Extremity. 

It was something that required great understanding just to think about, and it was 
something that had stumped the Ancestors many years ago before they shifted towards 
this same system of power. 

Everything had its preset Boundaries, with the Natural Laws and Decreta of Dimensions 
having their limits to the Augmentations and boosts they provided- their own 
boundaries! 

The Boundaries of Reality were set, but they were also malleable at the same time as 
when the Ancestors sealed the Desolate Mausoleum, they suppressed its boundary to 
grant 1,000% Augmentation with its Natural Laws. 



But every time that Noah removed an Anchor, the suppressed Boundary was elevated 
by another 1,000% for each natural law as in this manner…it could be considered an 
expansion of the boundary of Natural Laws! 

Those outside the Barren Lands sought their own conceptual Boundaries, with Noah's 
mind being illuminated on these concepts somewhat due to the death of his True 
Sanguine Clone in the Quantum Dimension- where his residual consciousness had 
gotten a chance to delve into the circular structure that floated around every Ancestral 
Descendant. 

A structure that through Interminable Clarity, he was able to know it was termed the 
<Automaton Boundary Modulator>! 

A Modulator! 

A tool that was actually designed to make it easier for the Ancestors to seek new 
concepts or more easily expand the Boundaries of current concepts, along with a 
myriad of other uses that Noah didn't know if they were the full extent of this tool's 
capabilities. 

It was a tool that aided in the expansion of the Boundary of a Concept, but how does 
one exactly begin to expand the power of a concept? To push it past its limitations? 

The most basic way was just like how one had to comprehend and understand the 
nature of Reality for Millions and Billions of years, with one's Soul being extremely 
critical! 

The power of one's Soul- an existence's Aeonic Soul Value…it was utterly critical to 
how quickly and efficiently they could expand a Boundary towards its Extremity, and just 
how powerful a concept could become. 

If one's soul was weak and they were struggling to expand their Boundaries, other 
advanced ways were capable only outside the Barren Lands. 

Unfathomable treasures existed that could allow one to forcefully expand the Boundary 
of a Concept towards Extremity! 

There were even unique Lineages that were born with terrifying Innate 
Boundaries…and this was the extent of the information Noah was able to discern from 
the <Automaton Boundary Modulator> before True Empress Katya entirely extinguished 
the Clone's Will! 

<Automaton Boundary Modulator>:: Born from the genius of Ancestor Archimedes 
during a time of constant losses, this tool came to be from the assimilation of metalloids 
enriched in NULLINIUM and three other unknown Sources. These Four different 
Sources were all brought together with the Boundary of Orgamech Magitech to form a 



tool allowing one to more easily observe the Boundary of a Concept. Once observed, 
one can infuse their Aeonic Soul Power through the Modulator for a 1,000% increased 
rate of expansion towards Extremity. This Boundary Modulator can also resist the 
Boundaries of other concepts being imposed upon its user, with a special care given to 
the resistance of the Boundaries of the Natural Laws of Reality that plagued the inventor 
of the Automaton Boundary Modulator. This tool has been expanded to contain many 
more features over the years, with it being the best tool for long distance communication 
across spacetime continuum, and the best tool to quantify one's power and Concepts to 
give a better grasp of their progression. Other uses for the Automaton Boundary 
Modulator have yet to be uncovered, with the will of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor 
requiring at least 1 minute within a Boundary Modulator to fully understand its usage… 

Ancestor Archimedes. 

This was the being who actually designed and mass produced the Automaton Boundary 
Modulator that aided in the survival of Ancestors- and this genius did so through the 
Boundary of Orgamech Magitech! 

A concept dealing with the allure of Reality Altering possibilities and technology! 

This was a tool that all Ancestral Descendants had currently as Noah had to make up 
the gap by any means possible. 

He had his Realm of Power being much different from theirs as it followed the path of 
Nine Dimensional Layers, and he had Bound the Sources they left behind for even 
greater power. 

He had NULLITY, but they had this as well- and more than likely attained even more 
ridiculous boosts from it after all these years! 

But from eliminating NULLITY Beasts and his own means of Absolute Loot Authority, he 
now gained access to All Source Enhancers and the Shards of Concept Modifiers. 

With them, he might just be able to close the gap and enhance Reality Altering 
Constructs to ridiculous levels while modifying their limitations! 

Even though All Source Enhancers and The Shards of Concept Modifiers were two 
different Loots, Noah considered their usage the same- and it was as tools to expand 
the Boundaries of his Concepts. 

At this very moment, the half a million All Source Enhancers Noah had designated to 
the elevation of the Infinite Forge were used up. 

Something like this…Noah also considered a form of expanding a certain boundary as 
whatever output of loot that the Infinite Forge could put out before was about to undergo 
ridiculous revision. 



Inside Noah's soul, the Lemniscate Epitaph was shining with rays of utmost 
incandescence. 

He barely utilized a few hundred All Source Enhancers last time as it had increased the 
chance percentages of rare loot appearing by a factor of 5 or more. 

The Infinite Forge was also still ranked only second to the Construct of the Quantum 
Emperor! 

Buy after the ridiculous infusion of 500,000 All Source Enhancers… 

<The Infinite Forge's capabilities have been enhanced to a Quintessential level.> 

<The percentage chance to Generate certain Loot is increasing.> 

<New Loot has been added to the Infinite Forge.> 

<The Infinite Forge has become Quintessential in the Age of Quintessence.> 

…! 
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Across the spacetime continuum. 

Within the Boundary Between Realities. 

The visage of a single man adorned in a white robe could be seen surrounded by the 
VOID, his blue eyes being the only thing releasing a point of light in the surroundings as 
he came to a stop! 

This was because his eyes were reflecting a burst of information that came from the 
very fabric of Reality. 

<Another Reality Altering Construct has exceeded limitation and become 
Quintessential.> 

<Your Reality Altering Construct is no longer Quintessential.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age has quintessentially decreased.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age has quintessentially decreased.> 



...! 

Droves of information that caused his cerulean eyes to release shocking rays of light! 

The same being he was seeking in the Desolate Mausoleum...had somehow gone to 
exceed the construct he created with the aid of Ancestral Descendants. With the aid of 
an existence with a unique Boundary of Constructs! 

An existence that even after he used all of his authority to seek in the Myriad Parallel 
Paths...he could not find him. 

He only saw the scene of darkness spreading as Apocalyptic Parallel Paths were 
increasing in number. 

And yet the existence he sought was nowhere to be found across these paths. 

<...> 

CONSTANTINE gazed at the disappearing flows of information silently as his head 
raised up. 

He gazed at the Interminable darkness all around him as he wondered. 

Would Quintessence truly slip past his grasp in an Age that was his to reign in? 

WAA! 

It was a question that did not have an answer, with the future remaining unknown as his 
visage released even more authoritative light while he continued his search! 

-- 

<The Infinite Forge has become Quintessential in the Age of Quintessence.> 

...! 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age quintessentially increases.> 

<Your Authority as an Emperor of this Age quintessentially increases!> 

The backbone of the Throne absorbed incandescent rays of light as at this moment, it 
truly couldn't be called a backbone anymore. 

It was seemingly beginning to materialize into something else as the True Authority of 
Quintessence could be felt bubbling with surging waves and building up to a crescendo! 



Noah was achieving Quintessence in all fields as one of the few things remaining was 
his Physique being Quintessential as well, something that would be easily achieved 
after the formation of another Dimensional Layer! 

So in the midst of all this, he gazed at the Reality Altering Construct that he had 
achieved Quintessence in. 

<Infinite Forge>::...Every 24 Hours, the following Loot will be passively generated in the 
Infinite Forge that the user can enter to remove or allow to passively accumulate over 
time: <25,000 Transcendent True Vitality Flasks>(100% Chance to Generate), 
<125,000 Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas>(100% Chance to Generate), 
<1,250,000 Golden Dimensional Reality Panaceas>(100% Chance to Generate), 
<25,000,000x Ingots of MANANIUM>(100% Chance to Generate), <25,000,000x Ingots 
of NULLINIUM>(100% Chance to Generate),<2,500x Random Transcendent DHARMA 
Relic>(100% Chance to Generate), <2,500x Random Absolute Dimensional 
Relic>(100% Chance to Generate), <50x Random Connate Dimensional Relic>(100% 
Chance to Generate), <50x Random Transcendent Skill Tree of a True Emperor>(100% 
Chance to Generate), <50x Modus Operandi of Previous Ages>(100% Chance to 
Generate), <10x Random ZENITH Dimensional Lineage>(100% Chance to 
Generate),<10x Random ZENITH Reality Lineage>(100% Chance to Generate), 
<500,000 All Source Enhancers>(100% Chance to Generate), <500,000 Shards of 
Concept Modifiers>(100% Chance to Generate)<10x Natural Decretum Complete 
Understanding Crystal>(50% Chance to Generate), <1x Absolute Connate Reality 
Relic>(50% Chance to Generate), <1x Absolute Connate Dimensional Relic>(50% 
Chance to Generate), <2,500x Crimson Dimensional Reality Panaceas>(25% Chance 
to Generate), <100x Aeonic Soul Pills>(25% Chance to Generate)<1x Blueprint of the 
Automaton Boundary Modulator>(25% Chance to Generate), <1x Random Lineage 
Boundary of Extremity(1% Chance to Generate)... 

"..." 

Utter Quintessence presented itself before his eyes. 

He had spent 500,000 All Source Enhancers for its elevation, and yet every day, it 
would spit back the same number of Loot to him...along with a ridiculous number of 
many others! 

An addition of a myriad of more Loot. 

From 250 Obsidian Panaceas, the number became 125,000 every 24 hours. 

From a .05% Chance to Generate 50 Crimson Dimensional Reality Panaceas, it was 
now a 25% Chance to get 2,500 of them! 



A 25% Chance to Generate a Blueprint of the Automaton Boundary Modulator! Aeonic 
Soul Pills! And even a minuscule 1% Chance to attain a random Lineage Boundary of 
Extremity! 

All of this...every 24 hours. 

A constant cycle. 

"Worthy to be a Quintessential Construct of this Age." 

Noah's Will emanated out grandly as he spoke to himself with a nod of 
acknowledgment, his eyes looking at the few minutes remaining before the Cycle of the 
Infinite Forge reset and he was granted the boundless types of loot within it. 

He looked at the resource to come his way as well as the ones he had currently as his 
Will gave another command. 

"Begin the formation of the Eighth Dimensional Layer. Designate it to be Fantasia." 

WAA! 

He began with the formation of another layer that would cement his foundation even 
further. 

A layer that for him to form, he required over 3.5 Million All Source Enhancers...or close 
to 18 Million Obsidian Dimensional Reality Panaceas as forming this Layer required 128 
times more resources than the 7th Dimensional Layer! 

This would have been a daunting number a day ago with many questions as to how he 
could possibly come up with such a number. 

But that was a day ago. 

Now, he would soon be getting 500,000 All Source Enhancers from the Infinite Forge 
that he...had not placed through a round of Epochal Decuplicate. 

So truly...he was about to achieve 5,000,000 All Source Enhancers within the next few 
minutes! 

It was frankly ridiculous and utterly balance breaking for what was about to happen to 
even be possible. 

But for the sake of overcoming Unreasonably powerful enemies...Noah had to be even 
more unreasonable and balance breaking! 

 


